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Abstract
This study discusses social changes in an industrial society that occurred in Ngringo Village, Central Java. Industrial development causes changes in interaction patterns, institutions and the environment. The study was conducted with an observation approach and literature study to get a general picture of the changes that occur in society. Social change due to industrial development causes the pattern of work and community livelihood to be more oriented to survival, work is not based on achievement and expertise but merely fulfils daily needs, the communication that builds prioritizes individual interests and lifestyle creates a new class in society.
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Introduction
Society in the industrial area consists of several social elements formed due to the development of an industrialization process. Problems that arise in the industrial community environment include relationships or interactions between superiors-workers, workers-community around the factory, the changes caused by the presence of factory buildings located around the community both social, cultural, economic to the effect of development which leads to an understanding of materialistic nature. The impact of the industrialization process is inseparable from the problems that tend to lead to social jealousy, both materialistic and resulting from the existence of relationships or interactions that are not harmonious from every element in the industrial society in the form of distortions social which according to the author was called the conflict in industrial society.

Development is designed with the aim of improving the welfare of people's lives which demands socio-cultural changes as producers and supporters. Ranjabar (2006) states that "national development is an attempt to transform or change society, namely the transformation from traditional agrarian societies towards modern industrial societies and information societies that remain Indonesian in character". In the past, people made a living in the agricultural sector as farmers and farm labourers with only enough income to meet their own and family's needs. They live in harmony, work together and have strong social solidarity. However, as the development of the increasingly modern technological era (Miguelez).

As stated by Susilo (2012), that the environment is currently in a state of crisis and is damaged everywhere. Not only physical environmental crises, such as water, soil, air and climate crises but also biological environmental crises and social environmental crises and it is caused by human behaviour in an effort to meet the needs of economic life that do not pay attention to balance because of following human desires that are never satisfied, victim.

Industrialization which aims to prosper the community (Busse et al.), in fact, industrialization has a negative impact on society. Not only social, economic, cultural impacts but also impacts on the environment. The development of industrialization creates alienation in society because most people are not able to adapt to the climate of industrialization, especially people who have low education and also their low life skills are not able to fluctuate in the industrial world.

Research Methods
In this study, researchers used the approach of literature studies. The literature study is a study used to dull information and data with the help of various materials in libraries and the Internet such as documents, books,
Likewise, the Ngringo village community will be divided based on power rather than ownership of the means of production. In modern industrial societies, the owners of production facilities are not as important as those who happen in Ngringo Village was the result of a learning process, in the sense of understanding symbols, and exercise control over those facilities.

But according to Dahrendorf basically, there remain two social class systems, namely those who participate in the lot of power. Where the difference in the level of dominance can and always is very large.

Dahrendorf acknowledged that there were differences between those who had little power and those who had a participation in the power structure that is in the group, while others do not, some people have power while others do not. Dahrendorf acknowledged that there were differences between those who had little power and those who had a lot of power. Where the difference in the level of dominance can and always is very large.

But according to Dahrendorf basically, there remain two social class systems, namely those who participate in the structure of power through control with those who do not participate in the structure of power through submission. Likewise, the Ngringo village community will be divided based on power rather than ownership of the means of production. In modern industrial communities, the owners of production facilities are not as important as those who exercise control over those facilities.

Seeing the condition of the community in Ngringo Village, the substance of symbolic interactionism theory considers that social life formed there is a process of communication and interaction between individuals and between groups using symbols that are understood by their meaning through learning. A person's action in the interaction process is not merely a direct response to a stimulus that comes from his environment or from outside himself, but from the results of a process of interpretation of the stimulus(Adelson). So it is clear, that what happened in Ngringo Village was the result of a learning process, in the sense of understanding symbols, and adjusting the meanings of these symbols. Although the norms, social values and meanings of the symbols provide restrictions on the actions of individuals and groups in society, with the ability to think they have, humans have the freedom to determine the actions and goals to be achieved.
The shifting of the Ngringo village community with an urban pattern has also changed the various social structures within the community. That habits that have been formed slowly disappear are replaced by patterns of interaction and relationships that are adapted to the model of industrial society that is more on individualism and increasingly reduced levels of kinship.

Simply put, structural functionalism views this condition as an organic system model in the biological sciences. That is, functionalism sees society as a system of several parts that are interconnected with one another. One part cannot be understood apart from the whole. Relationships occur when humans enter a pattern of relatively stable and continuous interactions and/or beneficial interdependencies. Then the pattern of social structure can be influenced by the number of different people, one's position and the role that individuals have in the network of social relations. It should be understood that the social structure is a shared social environment in the village of Ngringo that cannot be changed by individuals. Because the size, the division of activities, the use of language, and the distribution of welfare in society are forming social structures that are structural and limit individual behaviour in society. Parsons Structural Functionalism Theory expresses an optimistic belief in the change and continuity of a system. As stated by Gouldner "to see society as a firm, which clearly has its structural limits, as Parsons's new theory does, is not in conflict with collective experience, with the personal realities of everyday life that we both have".

Meanwhile, conflict theory is based on the basic assumption that a society or organization functions in such a way that individuals and groups struggle to maximize the benefits they get; indirectly and inevitably are major social changes such as revolutions and changes in the political order (Banks and Dahrendorf). There are at least four things that are important in understanding social conflict theory, including Competition (for the scarcity of resources such as food, pleasure, sexual partners, etc.) The basis of human interaction is not a consensus as offered by functionalism, but rather competition. Structural Inequality in terms of power, acquisition in social structures, individuals and groups who want to benefit and struggle to achieve revolution Social change occurs as a result of conflict between competing desires (interests) and not just adaptation Social change is often happened faster and revolutionary than evolutionary.

For the perspective of symbolic interaction in seeing patterns of interaction, Ngringo community is a process of individuals interacting with themselves by choosing and using meaningful symbols. Through the process of interaction with himself, the individual chooses which of the stimulus aimed at him will be responded to. That uniform symbols, official cars or lifestyle are symbols that are captured by the community with the presence of the industry in the middle of their village. Thus, the individual does not directly respond to the stimulus, but first chooses and then decides the stimulus that he will respond to (Walker et al.).

Symbols or signs given by humans in interacting have certain meanings, so as to cause communication. According to Mead, pure communication only occurs when each party not only gives meaning to their own behaviour but understands or tries to understand the meaning given by the other party. In this connection, Habermas put forward two functional trends in language and communication arguments as well as relations with human development. First, that humans can orient their behaviour toward the most positive consequences. Second, like the fact that humans are involved in the interaction of complex meanings with other people, can force them to quickly interact with what other people want.

In general, Ngringo Village is still a village, but on the contrary with the presence of various industries around the village, the dynamics of the community are no longer formed as village communities but have been shaped or constructed as urban communities. This can be seen by several indicators, namely changes in lifestyle, mindset, to the patterns of action of the people who live in the village of Ngringo.

In Giddens' theory, social changes that occur require social structures (recurrent social practice) as a means and resources for social action. Social changes that are also influenced by subsystems (economic, cultural, political, and socializing) and the structure of functionalism theory (norms, economic organization, educational tools, and government policy politics), require distance (space) when the practice begins, incidentally not all old rituals left by society.

The functional structural perspective sees this as the link between social structure and individual behaviour and adaptation. Lower class (lower class) for example, tends to have a smaller chance compared to upper-class society. Of course, this results in anxiety, frustration, and disappointment towards certain individuals, so as to produce social change with certain adaptations. Still according to Merton, adaptation in functional structural theory is divided into 5 types namely conformity (fixed state in the old social state), Innovation (there is a change in the way to reach the goals in society), Ritualism (a form of rejection of new influences), Retreatism (forms of individual withdrawal by way of social deviations), and Rebellion which means rebel, and dare to change the overall structure of the social structure.

Another case with a conflict perspective that sees the interests interpreted by Dahrendorf is manifest (realized) or latent (potential interests). Latent interest is the potential behaviour (undercurrents behaviour) that has been
determined for someone because he occupies a certain role, but is still not realized. This is a psychological formulation which is not at all the target of sociological studies unless they become goals then turn into conscious goals. So people can be members of a class that has no power, but as members of a group, they may not yet be aware of their shortcomings and weaknesses.

Thus the interests that were not initially realized (latent) came to the surface in the form of realized goals (equality of salary, equality of employment opportunities), developed organizations called Dahrendorf as manifest groups. For example, the birth of the union of women workers in Ngringo Village has been a means of mediating consequence the decline in the position of women in the village of Ngringo so far(Urry). So the contradiction between men in power and women who are controlled is regulated or appeased through structural organizations.

These conflicting groups, once they are established as interest groups, will engage in disagreements that will inevitably lead to changes in the social structure. In turn, these conditions will be involved in conflicts that result in changes in the legal and economic fields and concrete changes in the society's coating system. The emergence of a new middle class in the middle of the Ngringo Village community is actually a structural change stemming from the institutionalization of the class conflict.

For symbolic interactions conveyed by Mead, he sees social reality through the perspective of social psychology as a dynamic, not static process. Humans and social rules in the process "will be", not as a complete fact and termination. Mead examines how individual processes become members of the organization (community)(Cooper and Sundeen). Mead began with self (self) who underwent internalization or subjective interpretation of the reality of a broader structure. This "self" develops when people learn to "take on the role of others" or enter into games (games) rather than games (play). Humans besides being able to understand other people who understand themselves. This is supported by the mastery of language as the most important symbols and cues because language and cues can make a symbolic interaction with oneself.

In addition, this theory views interpersonal relations as a commercial transaction. People relate to others because they expect something that meets their needs. Thibaut and Kelley, the main leaders of this theory conclude this theory as follows: "The basic assumption underlying our entire analysis is that each individual voluntarily enters and lives in social relations only as long as the relationship is satisfactory in terms of rewards and costs".

Conclusion

In the end, with structural changes in the Ngringo community, various social dimensions within the community have also changed. From the three perspectives that have been used in analyzing the problems of social change, some simple conclusions regarding changes that have occurred can be proposed, namely;

This individual action is a rational social act, which is achieving the goal or target with the most appropriate means. The main thing is not an individual action, but social norms and values that guide and regulate behaviour. Objective conditions combined with a collective commitment to value will develop a certain form of social action. Individuals or groups are influenced by 3 systems, namely social systems, cultural systems and personality systems of each individual. We can associate individuals with their social systems through their status and role. In each social system, an individual occupies a certain place or status and acts or acts according to the norms or rules made by the system and individual behaviour is also determined by his personality type.

Basically, humans are creatures that are free, have reason and have high aesthetic value. But with his presence also humans are oppressed by the power generated by humans themselves. Where the creation of a capitalistic system in industrial organizations actually oppresses and makes humans the material to compete with other humans. wealth, economic status, and social status, though not class determinants, can really influence the intensity of disagreement. Each individual who lives will provide a response to existing symbols such as individual assessment responds to a stimulus (stimulus) of a physical nature. Individual understanding of symbols is a learning outcome in interacting in the community, by communicating the symbols that are around them, both verbally and non-verbal behaviour. In the end, the process of the ability to communicate, learn, and understand the meaning behind the symbols, becomes a special feature for humans compared to other living things (animals). Symbolic interaction lies in the emphasis of humans in direct response between stimulus responses, but is based on understanding the meaning given to the actions of others through the use of symbols, interpretations, eventually, each individual will try to understand each other's intentions and actions to achieve mutual agreement.
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